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The rate at which flame spreads over combustible surfaces inside a building
controls the rapidity with which small unattended fires will grow beyond
possibility of suppression or of escape by occupants. The flammability of
the contents of the building is important if the contents or furnishings are
afire; likewise, the flammability of the surface coverings of the walls is
important if the fire is on or adjacent to the walls. Combustible wall-sur-
face materials lend additional fire hazard to buildings in which they may be
used, and, because they are subject to control by the builder and building
regulations, their fire properties have been given increased attention dur-
ing recent years (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 2 Of particular importance are the spread-
of-flame characteristics of wallboards evaluated in terms commensurate
with fire hazard.

In 1950, the American Society for Testing Materials adopted E84-50T as a
tentative method of classifying building materials as to fire hazard. The
tentative standard was written to describe the procedure employed by the
Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) with their large tunnel furnace in Chicago

3—
(6). At the time E-84 was recommended as a tentative standard, the Forest

-Maintained—Maintained at Madison, Wis. , in cooperation with the University of Wiscon-
sin.

?Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited at the end of
this report.

!The UL tunnel furnace in Chicago was long the only one in existence, but
recently two more large tunnel furnaces have been constructed, one in
Canada and one in Texas.
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Products Laboratory had received support from the Housing and Home Finance
Agency for the development of a tunnel test, such as ASTM Committee E-5 was
interested in, to measure rates of flame spread on combustible building mate-
rials. The Committee' s report stated that "further study and research now
under way may result in a reduction in the size of equipment needed and the
costs of making tests." In September 1953, at the request of Committee E-5,
ASTM entered into a cooperative agreement with the Forest Products Labora-
tory to continue development of the small tunnel. 4 The purpose of the work
was to evolve a tunnel furnace small enough to encourage construction of
several such furnaces, and thereby make possible comparison of test results,
but capable of giving a practical and significant fire-hazard classification of
building materials.

Construction and Operation

A furnace taking a narrow specimen 8 feet long was first built, modeled after
the UL tunnel. It was soon found that the position of the flame front on the
horizontal specimen was too indefinite to permit precise evaluation of the
flame-spread rate on a short specimen. The difficulty was overcome by
tilting the specimen so that the progress would be measured, not of the flick-
ering evanescent tips of the flame pattern, but of the much more regular and
definite side of the pattern (fig. 1) where the flame is steady. _5

The FPL small tunnel furnace in its final form is shown in figures 2 through 6.

The body of the furnace is constructed of 12-gage, hot-rolled, low-carbon
steel, lined with 1 inch of high grade asbestos millboard bonded to the sheet
metal with a room-temperature-curing, epoxy-resin adhesive. The furnace
has essentially three compartments: the firebox (2, fig. 2); the specimen
combustion chamber (above the plate 5, fig. 3); and the collecting hood and
stack (6, fig. 2). Between the firebox and the combustion chamber is a 12-
gage, type-310, stainless steel partition in which are 36 holes 1-19/32 inches
in diameter spaced 2-9/16 inches apart, center to center. In the holes are set
Meker burner tops (4, fig. 3). To control the flow of combustion gases up
through the holes, it was found desirable to graduate the size of the holes with
washers of 1/32-inch asbestos paper in the Meker burner tops from full-size
at the fire end to fully closed at the flue end. The sizes of the holes are as
follows:

4
—The work was supported in part by funds contributed by industry under the

sponsorship of the ASTM.

5In the UL tunnel the flame front is not considered to be at the flame tips but
where the sheet of flame is first continuous over the width of the specimen.
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Hole No. Inch Hole No. Inch

1-13 23/16 24,25 10/16
14,15 16/16 26,27 9/16
16,17 14/ 16 28,29 8/16
18,19 13/16 30,31 7/16
20,21 12/16 32,33 6/16
22,23 11/16 34-36 closed

The hood and stack (6, fig. 2) are of 16-gage, hot-rolled, low-carbon steel
insulated with 1/4-inch-thick asbestos millboard glued on with an epoxy resin.

Mechanical drawings of the furnace are available from the Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison 5, Wisconsin, upon request.

The test specimen, 13-3/4 inches wide by 8 feet long, 6— is laid on an angle-
iron frame (3, fig. 3) tilted 30° from the horizontal.

The construction and operation of the furnace was simplified by sloping the
tunnel at a 6° angle from end to end to allow natural convection of air and
combustion gases, and to avoid the need for draft control.

The main burner (fig. 5) is a 1-1/4-inch T-head iron pipe in which are drilled
two parallel rows of holes 90° apart. Each row has 53 holes 1/8 inch in diame-
ter with centers 1/4 inch apart.1 The burner is located in the firebox with
the holes 13 inches from the front end. Gas is burned at the rate of 3,400
British thermal units per minute with a supply of primary air adequate to
produce a blue flame, introduced by an atmospheric injector air-gas mixing
unit (fig. 5). The natural gas supplied to the Forest Products Laboratory
varies somewhat in composition and heat content from day to day. Before
each test, the current heat value of the gas in British thermal units per cubic
foot under selected conditions of temperature and pressure is obtained from
the gas company. The temperature and pressure of the gas as it is fed into
the main burner are also measured and used to compute the volume rate of
flow for 3,400 British thermal units per minute in the firebox by the formula:

6
—Three specimens can be cut from a sheet 4 feet wide and 8 feet long, with

extra material for moisture content determination and miscellaneous tests.

!This—.This burner was found suitable for natural gas. For bottled and manufac-
tured gases, the burner construction may have to be altered.
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P i T2 3400

P2 T 1 H

where V is the desired rate of gas flow in cubic feet per minute under condi-
tions Zuse for 3,400 British thermal units per minute; T 2 is the absolute

temperature of the gas as used in degrees Kelvin (gas temperature in degrees
Centigrade plus 273); P2 is the absolute pressure of the gas as used in milli-

meters of mercury (barometer pressure plus gage pressure); and H is the
heat content of the gas in British thermal units per cubic foot under given
conditions of P 1 millimeters of mercury and T 1 degrees Kelvin.

The igniting burner (1, fig. 3) is a 1/4-inch iron pipe in which are six 1/8-
inch-diameter holes with centers 1 inch apart. It is located 1/2 inch below
and parallel to the face of the test panel and 1 inch from the end. Gas is
burned with no primary air at the rate of 85 British thermal units per minute.
The individual flames from the orifices in this burner play over the first 4
inches of an asbestos board specimen. Both burners are lighted as simul-
taneously as possible, and stop watches are started at the instant of lighting,

The specimen is heated by radiant energy from the hot partition over the
firebox and by combustion gases rising through the holes in the partition
from the firebox into the specimen combustion chamber. Fresh air enters
the combustion chamber through the rectangular ports (1, fig. 4), and flows
across the hot partition and up the face of the specimen. Combustion starts
at the igniting burner, and flame travels over the surface of the combustible
test specimen from right to left as the operator watches the progress through
the observation holes (2, fig. 4) with the line of sight towards the center line
of the specimen. As the flame front passes each observation hole, the opera-
tor notes the time and the distance traveled.

The combustion gases from the burning specimen pass into the hood and up
the stack, where their temperature and smoke density are measured. For
the temperature measurement, two thermocouple junctions are embedded in
a copper rod 1/2 inch in diameter and 17-1/8 inches in length, which is held
horizontally in the stack (3, fig. 6). Temperatures are indicated by a direct-
reading potentiometer. Smoke density is determined with a smoke meter,
which indicates percentagewise the reduction in the intensity of a column of
light passing horizontally through the stack to a photoelectric cell. Tempera-
tures and smoke densities are noted by the operator every 30 seconds. The
observations are plotted in graphs as shown in figure 7. The maximum length
of travel of the flame on the specimen is taken to be 87 inches. 8 The average

8
—The exposed length of the specimen is 94-1/2 inches. The igniting flame

plays over the first 4 inches. The endpoint is taken 91 inches from the
first exposed part of the specimen or 87 inches from the igniting flame.
The last 3-1/2 exposed inches of specimen are disregarded.

V-
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time for the flame to travel this distance on red oak of medium density was
18.4 minutes, and this period was taken as the test duration. 2.

The flame spread is expressed as an index relative to the rate on red oak with
an index of 100 and on asbestos board with an index of 0, following the proce-
dure employed by the Underwriters' Laboratories. This procedure is illus-
trated in figure 7 in which the index units are on the top horizontal and right
vertical axes. It will be noted from figure 7, upper left, that the flame-spread
index value is expressed in either of two ways, depending on whether the flarrie
reached the end of the test specimen in shorter or longer time than on red oak:

For flame spread faster than on red oak,

TIME TO REACH END OF RED OAK SPECIMEN
FLAME SPREAD INDEX = 100

TIME TO REACH END OF TEST SPECIMEN

For flame spread slower than on red oak,

FLAME SPREAD INDEX =

DISTANCE REACHED ON TEST SPECIMEN IN 18.4 MINUTE S
100

DISTANCE REACHED ON RED OAK IN 18.4 MINUTES

The fuel-contributed index is obtained by planimetering the areas under the
curves indicated in figure 7, upper right, and calculating the index value as
follows:

FUEL CONTRIBUTED INDEX =

100
 AREA UNDER SPECIMEN CURVE - AREA UNDER ASBESTOS CURVE 

AREA UNDER RED OAK CURVE - AREA UNDER ASBESTOS CURVE

The smoke-density index is obtained by planimetering the curves indicated in
figure 7, lower curve, and calculating the index value as follows:

SMOKE-DENSITY INDEX =

AREA UNDER SPECIMEN CURVE - AREA UNDER ASBESTOS CURVE
100 AREA UNDER RED OAK CURVE - AREA UNDER ASBESTOS CURVE

It was found that the rate at which flame spreads on red oak is dependent on
the density of the oak. For red oak to be a suitable standard, therefore, mate-
rial of a given density had to be selected, For these tests of miscellaneous

9This procedure differs from the UL procedure, in which the test duration is
several minutes longer than the time for flames to spread the full length

of the red oak specimen.
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materials, therefore, plain-sawed, Select-grade red oak flooring ranging in
density between 37.0 and 41.0 pounds per cubic foot was chosen for the com-
parison standard.

Typical Results and Reproducibility 

Typical results obtained with the small tunnel furnace at the Forest Products
Laboratory and the procedure described are shown in figure 7.

Reproducibility of results is a necessary feature of any test method, but is
always limited by uncontrolled variability of the equipment, procedure, and
test materials. To learn how the natural variability of the test procedure
may affect the reproducibility, two or three specimens of 15 materials were
tested in the tunnel furnace with a degree of control over the variables mod-
erate enough to be easily obtained in most laboratories. The results are
given in table 1. They indicate that the reproducibility by the one furnace is
adequate for the nature of the test. How results by several such tunnel fur-
naces, built to the same specifications, may agree can be answered only after
several have been built and compared.

Effects of Operating Variations

Experiments were carried out with a fiberboard, a hardboard, and a gypsum
wallboard to ascertain how critical are certain conditions which may be varied
in the construction and operation of the Forest Products Laboratory tunnel
furnace. In a series of replicate tests on the hardboard, it was found that
the hardboard in stock has a flame-spread index nearly of 100 (it averaged
97) and was more uniform than available red oak. Because specimens of
hardboard were cheaper and easier to prepare than panels of red oak, the
hardboard was used both as a test material and as the comparison standard
in most of these experiments on operating variations.

Heat in Firebox

After considerable experimentation with gas combustion rates in the firebox
ranging from 2,500 to 6, 000 British thermal units per minute, a rate of
3,400 British thermal units per minute was chosen as the preferred standard
operating condition. To learn the magnitude of the error that would result
if the combustion rate differed from this standard value, tests were carried
out with various gas rates within the range of 3, 200 to 3,700 British thermal
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units per minute. The flame-spread results are shown in figure 8. As ex-
pected, the greater the gas combustion rate, the faster was the rate of flame
spread for the fiberboard and hardboard.

Initial Plate Temperature

In making tunnel-furnace tests, it is desirable to start with the apparatus
always at the same initial temperature, high enough that it will not often be
exceeded by the air temperature in summer and yet low enough to avoid the
extra time needed to cool the furnace between consecutive runs. These con-
siderations guided the choice of 85 ° F. for the initial temperature of the plate.
To learn the effect of initial temperature, experiments were made with ini-
tial plate temperatures from 77° to 130° F. The results are shown in figure
9. For the fiberboard and hardboard, the higher initial temperatures created
faster rates of flame spread, as would be expected.

Distance of Specimen from Hot Plate 

The Forest Products Laboratory tunnel was arbitrarily constructed so that the
hot plate was 1-1/16 inches from the nearest exposed part of the test speci-
men. To learn the effect of varying this distance, 'experiments were made
with distances from specimen to plate in the range 9/16 to 1-9/16 inches.
The data are given in figure 10. The distance from specimen to plate, with-
in the range tested, had little effect on the rate of flame spread on the , fiber-
board, but appreciably affected the rate on the hardboard.

Position of Burner in Firebox

As a standard condition, the main burner is set 13 inches inside the firebox,
with the top of the pipe 1-3/4 inches below the hot plate. Tests were made,
however, with the burner set inside the firebox at distances varying from 11
to 16 inches. The results are given in figure 11. The position of the burner
within this range had some effect on the rate of flame spread on the hard-
board but little on the rate on the fiberboard.

Depth of Firebox Exit End

To control the flow of combustion gases from the firebox up through the holes
in the hot plate onto the specimen, the exit end of the firebox is partially
blocked off. A series of preliminary experiments indicated that a depth of
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3-3/4 inches for the exit was suitable. To ascertain the effect of minor varia-
tions from this chosen value, tests were made with firebox exits ranging from
3-1/2 to 4 inches in depth. The data are shown in figure 12. Within this range,
the depth of the firebox exit had a slight effect on the hardboard flame-spread
rate but appeared to have less effect on the fiberboard flame-spread rate.

Slope of Tunnel 

The slope of the tunnel was arbitrarily fixed at 6° after considerable experi-
mentation. Although it is not difficult to maintain the slope at 6°, it was
desirable to learn the effect of slight changes in slope on spread of flame.
The results of experiments with the small tunnel at slopes from 5. 5° to 6. 5°
are given in figure 13. The flame-spread rate was increased on both the
fiberboard and hardboard by an increase in slope.

Moisture Content of Specimen 

Before testing in the Forest Products Laboratory small tunnel, it has been the
practice to condition specimens to moisture equilibrium in a room at 30 per-
cent relative humidity and 80° F. Under these conditions the Hardboard M2

came to equilibrium at 3.5 percent moisture content and the Fiberboard A at
5.2 percent. Tests were made on the wallboards at other moisture contents,
also, and the results are given in figure 14.

As expected, the higher the moisture content, the lower the rate of flame spread.
The effect of moisture was greater for the hardboard than for the fiberboard.

Density of Red Oak Wood

Air-dried red oak lumber normally may vary in density from about 32 to 46
pounds per cubic foot. To learn the effect of density upon the rate of flame
spread and the need for selecting red oak wood of a given density as a stand-
ard, a shipment of red oak flooring boards was divided into five density classes
and each class was tested in the small tunnel. The results are given in figure
15. They show that, the higher the density of the red oak wood, the slower
the rate at which flame spreads over the surface; and that the change in flame-
spread rate with changes in density was great enough to make selection of the
wood within fairly narrow density limits important for a comparison standard.
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Discussion

The effects of small variations in operating conditions on the flame-spread
index of Fiberboard A relative to Hardboard M2 with an assumed index of 100,
depends on whether the hardboard was tested under the standard condition or
under the same condition as the fiberboard. The magnitude of the effects are
summarized in table 2.

Gypsum wallboard appeared to behave somewhat erratically in the small tun-
nel because the paper face was on the verge of burning or not burning under
the furnace conditions. The flame-spread index values on individual speci-
mens of Gypsum Wallboard, G, relative to the hardboard with an assumed
index of 100, lay within the range of 14 to 31, but were too scattered to show
the effects of the operating variables without more tests than were made in
our experiments.

Comparison of Flame Spread in the Tunnel and in a Room

To characterize combustible materials as to surface flammability, a labora-
tory method subject to precise control is needed, but the results must have
practical significance. To ascertain the practicality of the tunnel-furnace
method described in this report, 11 of the materials tested in the small tun-
nel were applied as coverings to portions of the walls and ceiling of the experi-
mental room shown in figure 16, and tested for their effect on the growth of
fire in the room. The floor dimensions of the room were 8 by 12 feet and the
ceiling height was 8 feet. There was an ample port near the floor for fresh
air, and there were two flue vents near the ceiling. The walls and ceiling
were partially covered with the material to be tested as shown in figure 16,
lower.

An initiating fire was set in the paneled corner of the room with a crib built
of 20 hard maple sticks 7/8 by 7/8 by 12 inches in size, conditioned to 6 to
7 percent moisture content, and weighing 2,245 ± 2 grams. Beneath the crib
was a pan containing 50 milliliters of 95 percent ethyl alcohol. The alcohol was
lighted with a match and the crib sticks soon caught fire. The flames from
the crib rose to 3 feet in about 2 minutes, and, against an asbestos wallboard,
to a maximum of 5-1/2 feet in about 5-1/2 minutes. These crib fires were
found to be reproducible and satisfactory as an incendiary source.

The following data were recorded: the time required to ignite the wall after
the alcohol was lighted, the time at which the flame reached the ceiling, the
time at which the ceiling ignited, the time at which the flames reached the
flues, whether the flames ever reached the flues, and the maximum distance
reached on the wall or ceiling.
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These wall-corner fires were realistic. The incendiary crib fire simulated
a furniture fire of medium intensity. After a combustible wallboard ignited,
the fire hazard increased rapidly. When the flames were on the wall, the
fire could be extinguished by water applied from a kitchen utensil. After the
ceiling was ignited, the fire could be extinguished with a tank fire extinguisher
or garden hose, but probably not by water hand applied with a dipper or sauce-
pan. By the time the flames reached the flues, a large part of the wall-corner
and ceiling panels were covered with flame, the radiation was almost too in-
tense for a human occupant in the room, and, despite the flues in the upper
reaches of two walls, a layer of hot choking gas and fumes had collected in
the upper part of the room. The difficulty of extinguishing the fire was re-
lated to the height of the flames, and the period from outbreak of the fire
until flames reached the flues would limit the time available to detect the
fire, muster fire-fighting facilities, and allow occupants to escape. Thus,
the successive stages of these wall-corner room fires were, in a qualitative
way, periods of increasing fire hazard, and correlation of tunnel flame-spread
rates with wall-corner flame-spread rates may reasonably be considered to
correlate with fire hazard due to flame spread.-10

Flame-spread indexes were calculated from the wall-corner observations in
much the same manner as were the indexes for the tunnel furnace, as follows:

In case the flames reached the flue:

FLAME-SPREAD INDEX =

100 X TIME FOR FLAME TO REACH FLUE ON RED OAK PANELING
TIME FOR FLAME TO REACH FLUE ON TEST WALLBOARD

In case the flames did not reach the flue:

FLAME -SPREAD INDEX=

100 X MAXIMUM DISTANCE IN EXCESS OF 5.5 FEET REACHED BY
FLAME ON TEST WALLBOARD IN 5.23 MINUTES 

7.5

where 5.5 feet is the maximum distance reached by flames on asbestos wall-
board; 7. 5 feet is the distance from the 5. 5-foot height on the wall to the

32_Fire hazard, interpreted as hazard to life, comprises more than flame
spread, and includes intensity and duration of radiation, concentration of
smoke, toxic gases, and choking fumes, temperature of the air at breath-
ing level, and deficiency of oxygen.
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flues; and 5.23 minutes is the time from ignition of the alcohol for flame to
travel to the flue on red oak paneling.

The index values calculated for the wall -corner fires in this way are plotted
in figure 17 against the flame-spread indexes obtained in the small tunnel
furnace. A satisfactory correlation is indicated.
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Table 1.--Test results obtained with the Forest Products Laboratory small
tunnel furnace on miscellaneous materials

Test material : Flame spread : Heat-contributed : Smoke-density
index index index

•

Asbestos -28
millboard 29

Red oak 102 102 104
flooring 98 98 96

Fiberboard A,
wood fiber

153
163

138
138

41
47

Fiberboard C,
bagasse fiber

135
145

57
59

52
94

Fiberboard F,
mill-applied fire-

66
103

:	 31
:	 40

159
146

retardant coating 62 :	 40 166

Hardboard M1 89
89

:	 145
:	 141

562
513

Hardboard 2 96 :	 126 388

97 :	 126 35o
98 :	 127 351

Gypsum Wallboard G 15 0 356
17 :	 0 342
21 0 304

Yellow-poplar 121 120 122
lumber 128 129 187

Redwood lumber 120 64 170
122 72 206

Exterior Douglas-fir 114 107 140

plywood 112 100 166

Exterior Douglas-fir plywood 17 3 543

imprecated with fire
retardant

21 2 427

Exterior Douglas-fir plywood 79 37 1,000

coated with fire retardant :	 84 39 1,000

Glass fiber 0 1 181
insulation 0 1 179

Glass fiber 52 15 2,155

reinforced plastic 48 13 2,225
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Figure 3. --Specimen combustion chamber of FPL tunnel furnace. 1,
igniting burner; 2, sand trough to seal cover; 3, angle-iron bed on
which specimen rests; 4, holes in hot plate inset with Meker burner
tops; 5, hot plate over firebox; 6, sand trough to seal edge of hood;
7, slot for escape of combustion gases; and 8, specimen cover.

Figure 4. --Observer side of FPL tunnel furnace. 1, fresh-air ports;
2, observation holes; 3, hollow steel bar to stiffen tunnel wall; 4,
hood to collect combustion gases for temperature and smoke measure-
ments.
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Figure 16. --Upper, exterior view of room used for corner-wall
flame-spread tests. Lower, interior view of room used for
corner-wall tests, showing location of wall and ceiling test
panels and igniting wood crib.
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